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Ahstract of the Proceedings of the Cou1zC£lof the Guvernor General 0/ India, 
Ilssemhled jor Ike purpose if makzfzg Laws ~  Regu,fations under the pro-

7Jisions of tlte ludian Cou1tcils Aets, 1861 and 1892 (24 & 25 Viet., ~  
67, and 55 & 56 Viet., cap. 14). 

The Council met at o ~  House on Thursday, the 22nd March, 1894. 

- PRESENT: 

His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor General of India, P.C., l.LO., 
G.M.S.I., G.M.I.E., presiding. 

His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, K.C.S.I. 

The Hon'ble Sir A. E. Miller, KT., Q.c. 

The Hon'ble ~  H. Brackenbury, C.B., R.A. 

The Hon'ble Sir C. B. <f-kritchard, K.C.I.E., c.s. t. 
The Hon'ble J. Westlaitd, C.S.I. 

. .. 
The Hon'ble ~  A. P. MacDonnell, K.C.S.1. 

The Hon'ble Sir. G. H. -P. Evans, K.C.I.E. 

The Hon'ble Fazulbhai ~ 

The Hon'ble C. C. Stevens. 

The Hon'ble A. S. Lethbridge, M.D., C.S.I. 

The Hon'ble Gangadhar Rao Madhav Chitnavis. 

The Hon'ble H. F. Clogstoun, C.S.I. 

The Hon'ble W. Lee-Warner, C.S.I. 

The Hon'ble P. Playfair. 

The Hon'ble Maharaja Partab Narayan Singh of Ajudhia. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

The Hon'ble GANGADHAR RAO MADHAV CHITNAVIS asked:-

(I) Whether it is the fact that in the Central Provinces Sir Richard 
~ Temple, as Chief Commissioner, with the sanction of the Supreme Government, 

promised in public print a perpetual limitation of the Government demand on 

fulfilment of certain conditions? 

(2) Whether it is the fact that, after sancti'on of such policy by the Supreme 

Government, Sir Richard Temple, as Chief Commissioner of the province 

publicly declared such policy to the people in public Darbars? If so, will the 

Government be prepared to confer perpetual limitation of the Government 

demand on such landholders as may have fulfilled the conditions laid down 

by Sir Richard Temple at the time, and who may come forward to ask for 

the settlement of such demand in perpetuity? 
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The Honible SIR ANTONY MACDoNNELL replied :-

[22ND MARCH, 

"The proposal to make a permanent settlement of the land-revenue in India 

has been from time to time discussed; and in 1862 Sir Charles Wood, then 

Secretary of State for India, invited the Government of India to consider ~o 
what extent a permanent settlement pould be immedia,tely applied throughout 

the different provinces. In consequence enquiries were instituted, and it was 

apparently in connection with these enquiries that in his Administration Report 

on the Central Provinces for 1862-63 the Chief Commissioner, -Sir Richard 

Temple, wrote:-

'The period over which the limitation of the Government demand, according to' the 
new assessment, is to extend is thirty years for all districts alike. .This has been sanc_ 

tioned by o ~  It has also ~  recommended that the boon of a permanent set-
.t1ement, that is, the limitation of the Government demand in perpetuity, should be conced-
ed to those landholders who might have brought their estates to a high state of cultivation. 
The Government have decided that after the lapse of ten years from the commencement 
of the new settlement, and therefore even within the period of that settlement, those land-
holders who may be thought worthy of the concession, and' who may desire a perpetual 
limitation of the Government demand, may have their assessments revised with a view to 
such limitation in perpetuity being declared.' 

" But the policy of the Government of India on this question had not been 

finally settled as Sir Richard T'emple had supposed: a correspondence ensued 

in which the advantages of a permanent settlement of the province became more 

and more doubtful, and finally, in February, 1864, Lord Lawrence's Government 

declared that (I quote their words), 'bearing in mind the circumstance that 

much of the Central Provinces consists of a new country, that many of the 

G6v'ernment officers' are inexperienced in 'fiscal matters, and, lastly, that the 

Secretary of State has agreed that permanent settlements are not expedip.nt 
in this Province, His Excellency in Council would not sanction their being 

made.' 

" I have been unable to ascertain that Sir Richard Temple ever made in 

public Darbar any such ~~ o  or promise as that stated in the Hon'ble 

Member's qu.estion j but, if he did, it is quite clear that he had no valid o ~  

to make it. 

" Sir Charles Wood's orders of 1862, to which I have referred, were ~ 

pended by the Duke of Argyll when Secretary of State in 187 I, and were finally. 

withdrawn by Lord Kimberley when Secretary of State in 1883 in the following 

words: ' I concur with Your Excellency'S (Lord Ripon's) Government that the 
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policy laid down in 1862 should now be o ~  abandoned.' in these cir-

cumstances the Government of India are not prepared to re-open the question of 

making a 'permanent settlement of the land-revenue in the Central Provinces." 

The Hon'ble GANGADHAR RAO MAD"HAV CHITNAVIS asked:-

(-!I) Whether it is the fact that the receipts from the Patwari' Fund consti-

tuted pnder section 144 of the Central Provinces Land-revenue Act, 1881 , 

have always exceeded the expenditure debitable to it ? 

"(b) Whether it is the fact that the balance (after meeting all charges) 

to the credit of this fund at the close of the official year ending 31st March, 

1892, amounted to R3,95,ooo ? 

. ~ Whether patwaris employed under the Act have been largely utilized 
in ~  work? 

" 

(d) Whether or not such number of patwaris could be conveniently reduced 

if strictly confined to village work for which they have been appointed under 

the Act? 

(e) Will the Government be pleased to ask the Chief Commissioner to con-
sider whether the rate realized from the proprietors and tenants for remunerat-

ing the patwaris might be regulated so as to make the receipts exactly equal 

to the expenditure? 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDoNNELL replied :-

.. The answers to the Hon'ble Member's question ~

(a) Not always j but generally there has been an excess of receipts over 

expenditure. For the five years ending March, 1893, the receipts of the Fund 

have been R20,88,593 and the expenditure R18,36,862. 

"(b) The balance to credit of the Patwari Fund on 31 st March, .1892, is 

reported by the Comptroller General to have been R3,95,943 j but no recoveries 

for cost of supervising establishmellts have yet been made from the Fund 

under section 146A of the Land-revenue .Act in respect to districts of which 

the re-settlement has not yet been completed" In such districts the cost of 

these establishments has hitherto been paid from Provincial revenues. If 

these recoveries are made, the balance will be largely reduced .. 

"(c) Yes. It is the patwari's duty to assist in settlements, but, if the Hon'hie 

Member's question points to the employment of patwaris outside the limits 
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of their own vil.\;;tges, I may say ~  such employment when it occurs is 

temporary, and devised with the object of promoting greater despatch in the 

work, . and reducing the costs of the proceedings in the tahsil or circle. It 

ceases with the completion of the preliminary stages of the re-settlement 

operations. 

"(d) and (e). On completion of the re-settlement of a district the usual pro-
cedure is to fix the circles with·in which the patwaris shall exercise their functions. 

This is done with strict regard to economy, and no larger staff of patwaris is 

entertained than is necessary. When the number of patwaris and of· the 

supervising establishments is fixed, the cost is calculated and the rate of cess 

adjusted, so that income and expenditure shall balance as nearly as possib·le. 

No ~  orders on the point seem to ·be called for." 

The Hon'ble GANGADHAR RAO MADHAV CHITNAVlS asked:-

(a) Is it not the case that short-period settlements have been denounced 

in very strong terms in several despatches by the Secretary of State, the Gov-

ernment of l=tdia, and such officers as Sir Auckland Colvin and Sir Richard 

Temple? 

(b) Whether it is the fact that the period of settlement in the Central 
Provinces has been lowered down during the current settlement in some dis-

tricts even so low as only eleven or twelve years? 

(c) Is Government aware that such policy has been the o ~  of greatest 

anxiety and dissatisfaction to the people in the province? If so, will the Gov-

ernment be pleased to reconsider this policy and to extend the periods of the 

current settlements to reasonably long periods or at least to their former period? 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDoNNELL replied:-

" It is the case that short-term settlements have been at various times 

objected to by various authorities, and the Government of India are not in favour 

of short-term settlements unless in exceptional cases, as, for example, when a 

tract of o ~  hitherto inaccessible to trade is being opened up by a railway. 

" It is the fact that the term of the current settlement in some districts of 

the Central Provinces has been fixed at about twelve years. One reason for this 

is that these districts were being opened up or tapped by the construction 

of railways, which have already produced a very great increase in the prices 

of agricultural produce and given an impetus to cultivation. aud progress 
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in those districts. At the cnd of ten or twelve years the first effects of such 

improvements will have worn off, and a more normal state as regards prices and 

agriculture will have been reached. If in these circumstances the term of the 

settlement had been long, the State would lose its fair share of the profits 

accruing to the districts by the construction of the railways. The rest of ,the 

country would then have to contribute that portion of the public burden which 

in equity should fall on the districts which have especially and largely profited 

from the public ey-penditure. 

" I may here mention that an improved system of settlement procedure has 

been introduced, which provides for the continuous maintenance of village 

records-of-rights, and thus dispenses with the necessity for re-measurements and 

re-valuations of the soil at each revision of the contract, and saves the ~  

all the harassment which has been looked on as one of the great o o ~ o 

short-term settlements. It is a part of this new system that the re":settleme'"nt 

of each district is taken in hand in turn, and not of an simultaneously. This 

arrangement can only be brought about by making the settlement now in 

progress run for different terms in different districts, that is, by establishing a 

proper roster for the future. Thus, if the re-settlement of the Raipur District will 

run from twelve to thirteen years, that of the Bhandara District wil1 probably 

run from twenty to twenty.three years. 

,. The Government of India are aware that the landowners of the Central 

Provinces wish for long-term settlements, and Your Excellency's Government 

desire to treat this wish with as much consideration as the general circum-

stances permit. The settlement now in progress in the Central Provinces may be 

regarded as a process of transition and as laying the foundation for a more 

settled system cf fiscal administration." 

The Hon'ble MR, PLAYFAIR asked:-

Whether a copy of the despatch from the Government of India to the 

Secretary of St'lte on the subject of the proposed amendment of the Ia w relating 

to Common Carriers in India, and dated Simla, the 13th June, 1893, was sent to 

the representatives of the Steamer Compauies who memorialised Government on 

the matter with a portion of such despatch erased, and whether the Govern. 

ment will lay a copy of the despatch in. full and the answer in fun before the 

Council. 
B 
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The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDoNNELL replied:-

"The answer to the first part of the question is yes. The Companies' 

solicitors applied OT} the 6th January for a ~  of the despatch in question ~ 

a copy was sent-them with the following remark :-' The last paragraph of the 

. despatch refers to an individual opinion, and is omitted.' ~  answer to the 

last part of the question must be, I regret to say, in the negative, because the 

paragraph in question did not express the opinion of the Government, with which 

alone the Companies are concerned." 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR 1894-95. 

The Hon;ble·MR. WESTLAND said:- ..J"::'. 

"In accordance with the Statutory Rules for the discussion of the Financial 
Statement of the Governor General in Council, I have caused a printed copy 
of the Financial Statement of J 894-95 to be delivered to each Member; and I 
proceed to submit to the Council the explanations I desire to offer with -refer-
ence to it. Following the example set last year by Sir David Barbour, the 
prescribed Financial Statement will form the Second Part of the published com-
pilation, and will set forth and explain in detail the various figures of the 
receipts and outgoings of the Government, being intended both for the inform-
ation of the public, and as a permanent official record of the' financial arrange-
ments and prospects of the current and the approaching year. My accom-
panying explanation, which will form the first part of the compilation, is intended 
to give Hon'ble Members a more general view of the accounts and estimates, 
leaving fuller information' regarding the ~  to be sought for in the more 
elaborate compilation, which has been printed and distributed in accordance with 
the rules. 

"I have so recently had occasion to lay before Hon'ble Members' a 
review 'of our recent and present general financial position that I am to a certain 
extent discharged from the obligation to look on this occasion beyond the 
figures of the three years, the finance oLwhich I have to explain, viz., the past 
year, the current year and the coming year. I do not think that any Finance. 
Minister has yet had the evil fortune to present figures which for all three years 
shew a deficit of Revenue, but I shall not waste the time of the Council in 
again going over the ground covered by the statement I laid before them three 
~ o  and bemoaning the adverse fate which a continually dwindling rupee 
Imposes upon us. I pass at once to the consideration of the accounts and esti-
mates which it is my duty to explain. 
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II ACCOUNTS, 1892-93. 
"The accounts of 1 892-93, as finally made up, shew a ~  of Rx. 833,412, 

as compared with the deficit in, the Revised Estimate of Rx. I,C81,90o. The 
improvement, which amounts to Rx. 2.j.8,488, is composed of a number of small 
. differences scattered over both the Re\'enue and Expenditure heads,none of which 

are large enough tc! ~ ~  In short, tJle R,evisedEstimate 
~ presented' to the,CoIJnCilh'·eh·e months ~ o represented as accurately as an 
estimate coilldbe'cxp'ecfed to"do the outturn of the year. The accounts were 
made up at 'an exchange a little less than IS. 3d. per rupee; the total amount 
of Council Bms drawn during the year being £16,532,215 at the average rate of 
IS. ~  

"The usual appropriation report, containing the Comptroller and Auditor 
General's re,·iew and comparison of the estimates and accounts of ,the year, 
'\\'as published in last week's Gazette of India j and with it the year's accounts 
are consigne,d to past history. 

C'REVISED ESTIMATES, 1893-94. 

'" II As comparedwiththe Re,vised Estimates for 1892-93, which we have 
seen were very accurately justified by the final figures, the Budget Estimate of 
1893-94 pro,·ided under /?cvtllt&e heads for better Land Revenue Rx. 299,600, 
worse Opium ~  ~  65°,300, 'worse Salt Revenue Rx. 60,800, better 
Railway Revenue Rx. 487;500, and a number of minor differences. In the 

~  the difference was a differeqce for the worst: of Rx. 15,500. 

II The Revised Estimates of 1893-94 shew that ,,·e have had a ,'ery favour-
:l ble Land Re\"enue year, e\·en after taking into account the fact that Rx. 20j ,200 
of the increase comes in, in Madras and Bomb'I)", by ded!Jction from, or charge 
.to, other heads. The return is alJout ~ crores, whereas we have' nevt:r 
·yet come up to 25. and is Rx. 335,100 in excess of Budget. But, on the 
other hand, the loss of Opium Rt:\'enue is by Rx. 621,800 greater than anti-
~ ~~ .... __ aml_ whereas the lowest figure recorded for many years has been 
Rx. 7,879,182, we this year estimate to receil'e only Rx.6,69t,400. The loss 
under Salt Revertue has been much greater than anticipated, being Rx. ~~ o 

as compared with Budget Estima'tes. o.n the other principal Revenue heads 
taken together there has been a gain as comjJared with Budget of Rx. 252,000. 
'Railways have done extremely well during the year, the Revenue being taken at 
Rx. 654,800 better than Budget, and more than a crore better than last year. 

!'et 

Net 

+ 2gg.600 

650.300 
60,800 

+ 487.500 ---
7b,ooo ----

+ 335.100 
621,600 

~  

+ 252,000 

+ 65+800 
----
+ 378,5(10 ---
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II These differences and a number of minor ones gi\'e us a net improve-
ment of ~  423,800 upon the Budget Estimates on the Rc\'cnue side,-of which 
Rx. 104,900 goes to Provincial account, lea\'ing Rx, ~  for Imperial. 

1,595,1100" The Budget Estimates of tile :year were for a deficit of Rx. 1,595,100 
- 318.goo upon theyear's account. With ~ impro\'ement of Revenue whil'h I have noticerl, 
~ ~ our EX-penditure if kepf within'estim:lte would have brought out ,at the end of 
---:;"0-the 'year a c;Ieficit 'of only_, Rx., 1,2j6,200. Our deficit, however, stands at 

-, ~ ~ ~  Or R-x.516,6,?0 greater than this figure. And indeed, as a short 
opium crop has saved us Ri. 370,100 on our estimated opium payments, I have 
really to explain Rx. 886,700 of excess of Expenditure over Estimate in 1893-94' 

" The only heads of Im/,I!ria/ ExPclltiitlfre ill I"dm which shew any note"" 
worthy excess of Expenditure O\'er Estimate are Interest on Debt (Rx. 159,500), 
Working Expenses of State Railways _ (Rx. 151,500), and the Army ExpendI-
ture (Rx. 3IS,30o). The exct:ss under the first represents for the most part 
the discount on the Loan raised in August, which amounted to Rx. 133,000. 
The excess Expenditure under the second arises in connection with the larger 

~  traffic already referred to. Of the Army Expenditure Rx. 263,500 is due to 
.--:. ... 

Exchange Compensation Allowances: there has also been expenditure in exceS5 
IS9>SOO of the Budget Grants of Rx. 21,500 for certain special military and political 
~~ ~  operations, of Rx. 48,100 for ,special expenditure in connection with the Gilgit 
--6z-; Agency, and Rx. 26,700 for special purchases of o ~  and mules: on the other 
-arooo hand, ~  are anticipated from some of the Budget Grants. ___ . '0 . 

~ "We have saved Rx. H9,ooo by short Expenditure upon Special Defences . 

.. The items I have mentioned account for I:xcess Imperial Expenditure in 
India 01 Rx. 540,300. The smalli'rdlffe'rences result in a net saving of Rx. 26,600, 
and the real excess in the total figures, after allowing for Opium, is Rx. 513,700, 
So that we ha...-e saved more than enough, in minor differences o\'er the rest of 
the account, to pay for the Exchange Compensation Allowances to non-military 
officc!rs. These were not included in:-; the Budget, but are estimated at 
Rx. 137,800 under the non-military heads. 

"The sterling ~  account compared with Bude-et Estimate 
1040100 --- -
27,JOO shews [104,100 excess payments under Interest j excess marine charges £ 27,300 j 

, -66.000 short charges for special defence works £66,000, giving, with a few smaller 
l"et • ~ differences, a net excess of £65,800 . 

• , The ~  upon the expenditure was estimated, at IS. 2i-d., to cost 
Rx. 9,935,900 i it is now estimated at Rx. ~  more. 

----------------------------
.. 1 neglect for present purposes the fact that ab()ut Rlt. 30,000 of Ihis is due to the operation in 18g3"94 

of the new Taril! Act. 
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., Adding together these items, the deterioration which I have explained on 
, the expenditure side amounts to the figure o ~ stated, namely:-

Imper'ial Expenditure in India 
Sterling Expenditure 
Exchange • • 

Rx. 
S'3,7OO 
6S,IIoo 
307,200 

TOTAL 886,700 

and lenes the year's ~ o  in deficit by Rx. 1,792,800 . 
. ' ",--::-... .' .. " ..... , .. " 

" ',' J ought t-o me!ltic:nl, as ,a ,catter of some public interest in connexion 
with the estimates of ',893-94, that the Royal Commission on Opium is expected 
to cos't"'in India about, Rx. 20,000, and in England about £1,500 i of these 
amounts, half will be tharged to I ndian Revenues. :rhe smallness of the cxpendi-
,ture is for the most part due to the fact that the Commissioners (except the one 
who was pJ..ced on the Commission as an officer of the Government of India) 
neither required nor received any remuneration for their services, being determined 
that their laborj,Qus task should cost as little as-possible to the people of India . 

• ~  

II BUDGET ESTIMATES, 1894-95, 

~  the Budget Estimates for 1894-95 I ask the Council first to 
go bacfi10 my statement that the Revenue in the Revised Estimates of 1893-94 
falls snort of the Budgetted Expenditure of that year by Rx. 1,276,200. Our 

~o  the coming year is largely estimated upon the basis of the Revised 
Estimates of the current year, and I propose first to shew, as compared with those 
Revised Estimates, what additional Revenue under the same heads we may expect 
to come into our account during the year 1894-95' 

" First, under the principal RtT1cn,ue heads, the Estimates of Land Reve-
nue show an increase of Rx. 211,300 upon the high figures of 1893-9-1 j and Salt 
will, we bope, recover from its backward position of the current year, and bring us 
in an addition of Rx. 283,000. Under both these heads in fact we have some 
reason to think that certain short collections of February and March. ,894, 
will come into the accounts of Aprilor May, that is, of 1894-95' On the 
other hand, we do nbt thiIlk it safe to take Opium at even the figur"! o( 
~  i our realisations are necessarily affected by the adverse exchange 
arising outoC tI,e low price of silver, and we estimate a falling-off of 
Rx-:soo;Soo. The remaining principal heads show, some increases and some 
decreases, but on the net account a decrease of Rx. 1,600, giving for this 
section of the accounts a net increase of Rx. 19!,900. To this we have to 
add the estimated increase in Railways of Rx. 201,900 and in Irrigation 
of Rx. 144,200 i but, on the other hand, we lose Rx. 160,400under Mint Rect:ipts 
(by reason of discontinuance of coinage). The net amount of all these is an 
increase of Rx. 377,600, which, by a Dumber of minor differences under other 

c 

+31'0300 
+28J,OOO 
-:JOG.Boo 

-•• 600 

+'9J,!)I>e 

+20'0900 
+',...2"" 
-100..400 
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heads, becomes Rx. 395,400. Of this total amount ofincrease of our revenues, 
Rx. '24°,300 belongs to the Provincial acc,:unt, and Rx. 155.100 to Imperial. 
In respect of Re\',enue, therefore, we expect on the Imperial account, to be 
better off in th!l approaching year by only Rx. 155,100, as compared with the 
Revised Estimates of 1893-94 j and the result therefore is that if we had on 
our e,xpenditure side merely to' meet the same I ~  ~ that ~  

provided for in the ~  last year, we would be, with the revenue we anti-
-,-.. -- ~  by Rx. 1,276,200, less Rx. ,155,100, or Rx. 1,121,100, 

, ~  The ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~  have to meet will bl! this amour.t pills any 
~~~ ~  ~  for ~  have to provide in the coming 
year exceeds that of, the Budget Estimates of 1893"94, To find what this 
addition will' be, ~  first the estimate of Imperial expC1ldilllre in Illdia. The 
figures stand as o o~  :-" 
• ": •• : - ,",i. ~ ~ .• 

.. 

Budget. Budget. Incre.·ue or 
~  ~  ,Decrease. 

j..:., 

~  Rx. Rx. 

Direct charges on Revenue · · ~  4,6li2,:;00 48,100 
Interest • • • ' · · · , 55,400 -113,400 -,-168,800 
Post Office, etc. . · '. · · 2,olSl,4cO 2,073,200 -8,200 
Ch'jJ Departments · · · · 3,134,500 3,:!.jO,IOO 105,600 
111 iscellaneous • · · · -688,400 7(00,000 11,600 
Fan.ine .  .  . · · " · 1,119,3OO 1,1:11,200 1,900 
Railway Rcwenue Account · · II,S97,.J00 12,0':i1.1()0 463,700 
Irrigation • • · · · · 1,3.J9,300 1,37:,200 23,goo 
Buildings and Roads · · · ~ o  1,5"7,80)0 -37°,jOO 
Army • • · · 15,6g';,5Oo 16,169,200 475,700 
Speci:ll Defence. · · · 252,300 113,500 -138,800 

-- ----
TOTAL 42,464,200 ~ o +4';4,000 

I --.--- .. .. -. . , 

463.7('0() II The increases and' decreases in' this statement, which are less than 
-1t.8.rr.o Rx. 50,000, require no remark; they may be described as ordinary variations. 

294.!/OO The decrease under Interest merely means the transfer of more interest to the 
, --Raihvay Revenue account, the net increase under these two heads, Rx. 294,,00, 

~ ~  representing the additional working expenses and surplus-profits payments 
~~ ~ arising in connection with the larger traffic. Under Civil Departmt:nts we have a 

~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~  ~~ ~ ~ o~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~  ~~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ~ 
,N« .:.-..105.600 Political (additional subsidy to the Amir Rx. 60,000, probable expenditure of 
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demarcalioo under the treaty Rx_ 50,000, Excha,nge o ~ o  Rx. 23,4'00) ; 
()ther incre.ls.es RX.4.J,600 mostly due to the Exchange Compensation i savings 

in Police RX_.26,900 (chiefly in Upper Burma); and savings under Marine 
~ 77,400 (mostlycounterbal,!-nccd by'short receipts). 

II The decrease of Rx. 370,700 under Buildings and Road!; is due to eco-
--riomies-forcediipo'ri .usb)' our preseiitfinancial condition. We have saved 

~ i94,200 by ~ ~ o  . Military Works, and Rx. 176,500 by 

. ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~  new work upon the Civil side (under India, 
General, and. in Upper ~  to which we are not absolutely committed. 

,; The. Army expenditure _shows. as compared with the ~  presented 
'Iast year. an increase·o(Rx. 475.700 • .D£ this amount. the variations in pay and 
allowances wllicp depend· upon Exchange alone accoullt for Rx. 390,IOCl. 

II For apart from the question of Exchange Compensation, the pay of the 

~  soldier is fi?,ed in sterling. and the rupee payment depends upon the 
rate of exchange annually fixed for the· adjustment of transactions \"/lth the 

English Treasury. That rate was for 1894-95 fixed. as usual, upon the basis 
of the rates ~  in December I3.st (namely 151d.) i but, owing to the 
peculiar circumstances ·-·o·f the year, the rate has been declared 'subject to 
revision hereafter, shoufci. it be deemed necessary, in consequence of the actual 
rate varying greatly from" the ~  rate for any considerable length of time." 

I, ~  balance of the excess, or Rx. 85.600. is composed of severat"items, 
of which" a fuller account is given in the second part of this statement. . 

•• The Englislz expenditure for wrich we have to provide is, on the whole 

account. £13.500 less than that of last year. We have an increase on account of 
interest of £ 288.500, owing chiefly to the temporary borrowings of which I shall 
have presently to give an account j on the other hand. there are savings of 
£33.300 on the Marine charges (as ~  year's estimates contained some 
special construction charges;-; of £12,600 under Territorial Pensions (due to 
the death of Maharaja Dhulip Singh) j of £69.700 under Army charges 
(a balance between a large saving in Military stores and an increase in non-

~  ~  of £152.100 under Special pefence Works. the 

- 33.3"" 
- ,r 2.60.,. 
- ~  
-152,100 

- 34.3<'" 

. expenditure on which is coming to an end. TOTAL 

" The other differences are small_. afld involve a net decrease of £34,300. 

II The Exchange upon our expenditure was in last year's Budget taken 

at 14td .• and came to Rx. 9.935.900. This year we take 14d. as our rate. and 
the Exchange comes to Rx. 1.,307,400. so that we have an excess expenditure 

to provide for·of Rx •• ,371.500. 

""aT • -. ,3.5-
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"Now, brinIPing all these increases of expenditure together, we have, as 
o . 

compared with Budget Expenditure of 1893-94,-

In India-Imperial account-in'crease 
In England, decrease 
For Exchange, increase· •. 

Rx. 
444,000 
-13,500 
1,371,5°°. 

1,802,000 

II I have shown that our estimated revenue of:::1 894-95 falls short of the 
Budget expenditure 01 1893-94 by Rx. I, U 1,100 j it therefore falls short of 
our budget ted expenditure' of 1894"95 (so far as we have gone) by Rx. 2,923,100. 

" The difference. between this and the 3i crores.I gave in my Statement of 
March 1st is mainly in the reductions we have tffected, chieBy . under Buildings 
and Roads, both Military and Civil, iR order to meet the shortness of 9ur 
means. 

~  

II SPECIAL MEASURES TO MEET '·T:HE DEFICIT. 

"This amount then, Rx. 2,923,100, is the defiCit which we have to take 
special measures to meet. The firs.t-of these special measures is the re-imposi-
tion of" Import-duties for which the Council passed a Bill on March loth. 
The annual revenue to be obtained by that measure I then stated at Rx. 1,400,000, 
but the measure was modified in Select Committee by the reduction of the first-
proposed duties on iron and steel, and I now put· down the revenue at 
Rx. 1,350,000. I make a deduction ~  a little over ten per cent. for short 
collections the first year, and the actual figures passed' into the estimates' on 
account of the duties are-

Revenue (after ~ o  of Refunds) • 
l£stablisbment. • . 

Net Produce 

- -

Rx. 

• 1,200,000 
60,000 

• 1,140,000 

II The next measure is that we are obliged to suspend the famine grant for 
the time. This is, as has been often explained, the grant of surplus revenue 
to the construction of Protective Railways and Irrigation Works. Part of the 
original ~ 1,500,000 is already pledged, that is, it is used to meet the loss to 
Government on its contracts in respect of the Bengal-Nagpur and Indian 
Midland Railways. That loss, in the coming year, is estimated at Rx. 368,800, 
and there is also an estimate of Rx. 10,000 for actual famine charges j 
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so that of the whole grant only Rx. 1,121 ;200 is capable of being resumed, or 
rather withheld. We have deemed it expedient to allow Rx. 45.000 on account 
of certain Irrigation works to'remain charged against this head, but the remain-
ing Rx. 1,076,200 will remain unspent in 1894-95' The principal Railway work 
which is being charged to this head at frfesent is the East Coast Railway. And, 
as this work is classed also as a Productive work, a considerable grant has been 
given to it, under the head of Expenditure not charged against Revenue, so 
that this particular work will not very greatly suffer by the suspension of the 
grant. But this only means that the effect of the reduction is passed on to . 
other Railway projects. 

"One other measure we have been obliged to take, namely, to call on 
Provincial Governments for contributions to our aid, in other words, to force upon 
them severe economies, and o ~  results to the benefit of our own 
account. The Government of India wire most unwilling to have recourse to a 
measure which practically means the stbppage for the time of all administrative 
improvement, a measure \.vhich they feel must take all the heart out of Provincial 
Governments, by making them surrender all the fruits of careful administration, to 
fill the yawning gulf of our sterling payments. But, as the Government of India 
said in addressing its demand to them, 'the imperious necessity for imposing new 
taxation Qbliges the Government of India first to exhaust all available methods 
of increasing their resources j and this necessity is the only justification they 
can put forward for so soon making a practical revision of "contracts" made 
only two years ago, and calling in balances which the Local Governments might 
legitimately claim as pledged to them for the purpose of administrative im-

provement.' 

"The Government of India wish to o ~  readiness with which 
this demand has been met. The demand was issued on March 1st j it had been 
complied with by March 12th. Though not very large in amount, except in one 
case (that of Lower Burma), the demand comes so closely after the adjustment 
of assigned revenue to assigned ~  ~  it ~  in every case the 
adoption of active measures to restnct expenditure j and It must. be remembered 
also that it comes after the Local Governments have already had, In the Exchange 
.Compensation allowances, to meet new expenditure over and above their assign_ 

ments. 

"The total amounts obtained from the Local Governments come to 
Rx. 405,000, their balances being, in nearly every case, reduced by the demand 
to the minimum prescribed by the Secretary of State. 
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"By these three measures the deficit 10 our account is reduced by 
~  2,62[,200, namely:-

New Import-duties; net produce 
Suspension of Famine. Grant • 
Contributions from Local o ~  

.. 
Rx. 

1,140,000 

• 1,076,200 
405,000 

V 2,621,200 

from Rx. 2,923,100 to Rx. 301 ,goo, at which figure it stands in the final state-
ments. 

"I have already 10 my statement made in this place on March 1 oth given 
a full account of the reasons which have led to the Government accepting .this 
deficit for the year 1894-95. I shall not weary the Council by a repetition of 
a subject then very elaboraJely discussed. 

"CLOSING OF THE MINTS. 

"The central fact of the Financial History of the year was the closing 
of the Mints on 26th June last. When the last Budget Estimates were presented 
to this Council, the Government of J ndia were waiting for the Report of the 
Committee assembled under Lord Herschell's presidency, to whom had been 
committed the examination of the Currency proposals of the Government of . 
India. The Committee reported under date May 31st. Their recommendation 
was as follows :-

I It remains for us to state the conclusions at which we have arrived. While con-
scious of the gravity of the suggestion, we cannot, in view of the serious evils with which 
the Government of India may at any time be confronted if matters are left as they are, 
advise Your Lordship to overrule the proposals for the closing of the Mints and the adop-
tion of a gold standard ·which that Government, with their responsibility and deep 
interest in the success of the measures suggested, have submitted to you. 

I Bu·t we consider that the followtng modifications of these proposals are advisable., 
The closing of the Mints against the free coinage of silver should be accompanied by an 
announcement that, though closed to the public, they will be used by Government for the 
coinage of rupees in exchange for gold at a ratio to be then fixed, say, IS. 4d. per rupee; 
and that at the Government treasuries gold will be received in satisfaction of public dues 
at. the same ratio.' . 

II The Government of India, having considered the Report, telegraphed 
to the Secretary of State on June 15th, proposing to take immediate action on 
this decision j the Secretary of State's consent was given on June 20th, and the 
nect:ssary legislation was carried through on June 26th. 

II It was, of course, expected that the value of silver would be immediately 
affected by this change. It stood at about 380'. till June 25th, and, then in four 
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days it fell to sold. In July it recovered in the first week to 34d., but settled 
afterwCj.rds at about 321d. In August and September it stood at about 34d., but 
it fell during October, and its price from then till the middle of January stood 
at about 32tl. After this, a renewed fall set in, and in the first week of March the 
price was quoted.:it 27d.; at that price the metallic value of the rupee is about 
ten pence farthing. 

" Meantime, ~  legislation was taking place in 'the United States of 
America. Congress met on August 7th, and a Bill for the repeal of the silver 
purchase clause of the Law of 1890 was speedily introduced aml was passed on 
August 28th by an unexpected majority. The Bill remained under discussion 
in the Senate from August 28th till October 30th, when it was passed after a 
strong opposition. It received the President's signature on N ovem ber I st. 
But it will be seea.Jrom my statement of the history of the price of silver that 
the lej:!islation of pie United States was practically a foregone, conclusion. Its 
effect had been discounted, and the final passing of the law produced but little 
change in the price. The doubtful element in the case was the Indian legisla-
tion, and when that legislation became an accomplished fact the price of silver 
immediatel y assumed a lower level. 

II During the months succeeding the closing of the Mints the price was 
favourably affected by a strong demand from India. The 'amounts imported 
into India during these months were Rx. 2,019,100, Rx. 781,400, Rx. 858,400, 
Rx. 1,127,400, Rx. 450,400, Rx. 926,600, Rx. 1,658,400, and in February 

Rx. 1,167,800. Total Rx. 8,989,500• 

II We have naturally been very much interested in the question what 'be 
came in this country of these large imports of silver, but our enquiries have 
satisfied us that there has really been a very large ~ o  it for private use 
and possibly also for hoarding. The divorce between the value of coined and of 
uncoined silver brought about a state of things utterly unknown in Indian 
history-in the experience at least of any of the present generation-vt"s., that 
uncoined silver could be sold at a profit for considerably less than its weight in 
coined silver. Silver dealers rushed in to make a profit out of the inability of 
the ordinary Indian to understand that it was not necessarily a profitable transac-
tion to buy a tola of rupee.silver for fifteen annas. The question was o ~  

agitated of imposing a silver import-duty, so as to prevent a demand fo.r stiver 
that threatened to annihilate, by its own force, that balance of trade which had 
hitherto required settlement by Council Bills. But it was recognized that this 
demand for silver would have to be exhausted before our new Currency policy 
could have a fair chance, and it was determined to leave it to the operation of 
natural causes. The announcement was made upon January 18th that no duty 
would be placed on imported silver in aid of the Currency policy. 
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" A certain amount of this silver, but not, so far as we can find, a very 
large amount, passed into Native States for use in ·coinage. It ~  easy!o foresee 
that,· by the closing of our Mints, our rupees would be appreciated with ~

ence to' the silver coinage of Native States,' especially if measures. were. not 
adopted in these States to restrict their cE)imlge in a, corresponding measure. 
We advised the various Durbars to watch the current rate o ~  ~ ~  

their wpees and the Government rupee, and most of them stopped coinage 
very shortly after we had done it. The Native. States are not, however, so 
favourably situated as we are with reference to the maintenance of an appre-
ciated coinage j for their rupees can, in most cases, be manufactured without 
elaborate machinery, and so far as we know (though we have not· yet full 
information on the pOint), the local ~  of currency are in very. few 
cases strictly limited, like our own, to coin issued by the State in which it is 
curren!: Weare, however, continuing to watch the effect of our policy upon 
the coin of ,Native States, and to advise them, from time to time, as to. the 
economic effect of measures taken by ourselves or intended by them. 

II This excessive import of silver was not the only obstacle which our Cur-
rency measures had to meet with. We had been obliged, for reasons for which we 
were not responsible, to initiate these measures at the most unfavourable time of 
the year, namely, the beginning of the slack season-that is; the season when our 
exports are smallest j and the refusal of the Secretary of State to issue his Bills 
under IS!d. brought other importers'into competition besides the importers of 
silver, and the balance of trade on the whole actually turned against India for a 
time, I think it is now recognized that the policy of refusing to issue Bills was 
a mistaken policy, and that it would have been better to issue Bills moderately 
so as to meet the demands on the Home Treasury. But the circumstances 
we had created were altogether new, and both' officials and merchants and 
bankers had all to lea,rn, by actual experience, what new economic forces had 
b,een called into existence, and how they affected the question of the apprecia-
tion of ~  The ~  ~  State announced, on January 20th, his aban-
donment of hiS attempt to mamtaln a forced value for his Bills and since th . . , en 
tbe course .of ~o  has given us groun.d for expecting that we shall be 
able to maintain the rupee at a value considerably above its metallic I 

h'  h I" h' va ue, though not as yet approac mg t  e Imlt at w Ich there is any chance f 't 
. • . 0 IS 

functions as a Currency begmmng to be replaced by gold. 

II The first considerable issue of Council Bills was on 31st January . h 
a rate of J4id. was obtained. The rate Jell, till on the 26th ~~~  
stood at J 3id., but it has since then recovered to about 14d• ' I 
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" The question of the future value of silver is so doubtful that I hesitate to 

express any opinion regarding it. We are told that it has now touched bottom, 
but we have been told that very often, in past times, and yet it has sunk lower. 
1 do not agree with those who thinK that if we were to open our Mints we would 
benefit by enhancing the value of silver. It should be remembered that we can 
enhance that value only by actually absorbing a considerable share of the world's 
produce of the metal. But the absorption and coinage of a large amount of silver 
is an effect that can only follow, and be concomitant with, a fall in the value of 
the rupee. It is, in fact, economically, the effort of the Currency of the country 
to adapt itself, by increase in volume, to its decrease in value. In other words, if 
the opening of our Mints is to enhance the value of silver, it can do so only by a 
process which involves the depreciation of the value of the rupee i and therefore, 
as it seems to me, no enhancement of the value of silver, brought abou.t by our 
opening our Mints, can be of any advantage to us. . 

" I think that even those who do not believe in the ultimate success of 
our currency legislation must at all events admit that we have,  by its means. 
escaped an immediate disaster i and those who believe that the only way ~  
issue from the difficulty lies through bimetallism will admit that they are 
several steps nearer its realization when the rest of the world has ceased to 
rely on India's consent to bear the main portion of the burden· of silver-depre-

ciation. 

"SECRETARY OF STATE'S OPERATIONS. 

" By the circumstances to which I have alluded the sale of Council Bills was 
practically in suspense from July 1893 to January, 1894, inclusive. The Secre-
tary of State had estimated to raise £ 18, 700,000 by Bills, of which £ 1,189,200 
was the estimated amount of net payments to Railway Companies, the remainder 
representing the current requirements of the year. During the. first three 
months of the year he issued Bills for £.1.722,799. an unusually large amount. 
which raised his sterling balance on June 30th to £4.173,925 i but ~o  tha t 
date till the end of January the amounts received were, in e:ach of the seven 

months. £51,75°, £78,250, £6,672, £4,791, £609,544 (in November), £20,937, 
£90,658 i giving a total of only £862,602 • 

.. During tbis period, therefore, the Secretary of State had to carryon 
his transactions by borrowing. The high balance of June 30th carried him Over 
July and August, and besides this balance he had at that time over £400,000 
in hand on account of a borrowing and repaying transaction provided for in the 
Budget Estimates. He had estimated to raise £ 1,3.00,000 of 3 per. cent. stock 
to payoff Railway debentures, and, though he raised m0Si: of thiS amount in 

E 
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July, the repayments were not complete till October. His. cash balance, how-
ever, was very low in the end of August, namely, ~  In September 

.  . 0" b he issued 3f per cent. debentures for 
,£25,000 of th,. came mto cto ere ... • 

£ I ,386,000, and borrowed tempora[lly 
£500,000 i and the net temporary borrowings in subse·quent months were-
October £1,500,000, November £750,000, December £750,000, January 
£2,75;,000, giving a total of £6,250,000. ' c;; 

"The figures as made up on actual accounts till the end of January, 
and estimates received from the Secretary of· State for the two last months, 
gIve us-

Till January: 
February and 
March Ac- Total for 

Accounts. cou'nts and year. en 
Estimates. --. 

Funds raised by Permanent Debt 1,386,000 1,386,000 
.. 

Council Bills 6,585,400 2,814,600 9,400,000 

Temporary Borrowing· ~  6,250,000 -250,000 6,000,000 

14,221,400. 2,564,600 16,786,000 

~ 

II It will be seen therefore that the Estimate of Council Bills now made falls 
short by £9,3°0,000 of the Estimate of last March, and that this amount has 
been made up by permanent debt £ I ,386,000, temporary debt £6,000,000, a 
reduction in the cash balance of £1,013,000: total £8,399,000 i besides reduc-
tions in the payments to .Railway Companies and on account of remittances. 

~ :; 

" We have per contra an enormous accumulation of silver in our Treasury 
Balances in this country. The £8,399,000 of· debt incurred, and cash balance 
reduced, during the year are represented, at an exchange of 15d., by 
Rx. 13,438,400 in this country, and our cash balances in India being practically 
increased by this amount, stand at the close of January, February and 
March at the unprecedented figures of Rx. 23,802,200, Rx. 25,016,500 and 
Rx. 26,251 ,800 (estimated). . 

" Next year, it will be seen that it is not the present intention of the 
Se·cretary of State to draw Bills on our accumulations of silver in order to payoff 
his temporary debt. He proposes to borrow £8,300,000, of which £6,000,000 
will be used to discharge the temporary obligations outstanding at the end of 
the current year i and the rest is required for his ordinary transactions. . The 
amount for which he proposes to draw, £17,000,000, is only the expenditure of 
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the year, with the addition of the Capital outlay on account of State Railwa:rs 
and a portion of his remittance payments. It must, as usual, be understoed ~ 
these figures are given with reservation of entire liberty to the Secretar:r of 
State to vary his borrowings and his drawings as he may find occasion. 

II LOANS IN INDIA. 

"In the Budget Estimates of 1893-94 we proposed to raise a loan of 
Rx. 3,000,000. On July 14th, while we were still in ignorance of the approach-
ing failure of Council Bills, a notification was issued calling for tenders for 
Rx. 3,500,000 at 3t per cent., and at the same time notice was issued for the 
discharge of such part of the 'It per cent. loans of 1878 and 1879 (excluding 
the 7 shillings per cent. portion) as still remained unconverted, under previous 
notifications, into four per cents. The loan was raised at an average of 
Rs. ~ per cent., producing Rx. 3,366,130, against a nominal value of 
Rx. 3,499,.00 (as Rx. 900 remained unissued). Of the 4! per cent. loan we esti-

mate to have paid off Rx. 1,100,000 during the current year, leaving Rx. 241,447 
undischarged. The three-and-a.half per cents. are now above par. 

" It is hardly necessary to say that with our huge silver balances we 
have no intention of raising a loan in India during the year for which estimates 

are now being presented. 

" CONCLUSION. 

II Such then is our programme for the approaching year-a programme 
of retrenchment and of vigiIa.nce, intended to tide us over what I have called a 
transition period. The means which we have adopted in our Budget Esti-
mates of nearly balancing our Revenue and Expenditure are means which will 
hardly be available a second time. It is at some risk that we suspend even 
for one year the provision of a crore or a crore and a half which we shall 
certainly require if a famine season comes upon us : we cannot call our financial 
position safe till we find ourselves again with that crore to the good. The 
forty lakhs also which we obtain from tht: Provincial Governments exhausts 
for the time that source of relief from temporary difficulties. A :rear hence, 
as I said a fortnight ago, we shall certainly have to reconsider our position, and 
we hope by that time to have a much more definite knowledge of the conditions 

upon which our future financial position rests." 
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PRISONS BILL. 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDoNNKLL moved that the Report of the 

Select Committee on the Bill to amend the law relating to Prisons be taken 

into consideration. He said ;-

" My Lord, in the remarks which I addressed to the Council, when asking 
leave to introduce this Bill, I gave 2. brief account of the reasons which had 

led the Government to propose legislation on this subject. The Council will 

perhaps not consider it necessary that I should repeat these reasons now. If I 
may judge from the undemonstrative reception which has been accorded to the 

Bill by the public, the reasons have on the whole been considered sufficient. In 

my introductory remarks I also briefly explained the framework of the Bill. 

That framework is preserved in the Bill as it is now presented to the Council. 

It is true that many alterations and additions have been made to the Bill during 

its passage through Select Committee; but the Bill remains, as to its scheme, 

practically the same as when it was introduced. The main features of that 

scheme consisted in the retention in the Act of as many principles of permanent 

operation as possible, and the relegation to rules of such matters of internal 

discipline and control as ~  liable to be influenced by circumstances, and to 

vary from time to time. This scheme has been challenged from two opposite 

quarters. From one side it has been said, why put so much into the Act and 

not leave more to executive discretion? From the other side it is objected, 

why leave so much to executive discretion and so little to the Act? There is no 

doubt an element of justice in both views; but the Committee thought that a 

middle course was preferable to either extreme-a course which aimed at 

borrowing what was good in the two extremes while avoiding their defects. 

How far we have succeeded experience alone can shew; but if we have failed 

it has not been for want of care and deliberation. 

"I do not propose to detain the Council by going seriatim through all the 

changes which have been introduced into the Bill. The changes are printed in 

italics in the edition of the Bill which has been presented to Council, and are 

apparent at a glance. I may, however, call attention to a few of the more import-

ant alterations. It will be in the remembrance of the Council that I laid 

stress when introducing the Bill on the distinction drawn between a prison and a 

subsidiary jail. The latter institution is excluded from the operation of the 

Bill, unless by special order the Local Government brings it within the scope 

of the measure. This distinction has been preserved j but the definition of 

• prison' has been so recast as to cover all the ground necessary in a neater 
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and more effective manner than in the first draft. For ~ improvement I am 

primarily indebted to the Inspector General of Jails, Madras. Instead of andea-

vouring to describe in the Act what a subsidiary J'ail is we now havinO' defined , , b 

a 'prison,' leave the Local Governments free  to declare what subordinate or 

minor institutions shall be treated as subsidiary jails and what provisions of the 
Act and the rules made under it shall apply to them. 

" The chapter relating to the duties of prison-officers has been very carefully 

revised and expanded with a view to the clearer definition of each officer's 

responsibilities, and an important new provision bas been inserted declaring 

convict-officers to be public servants within the meaning of the Indian Penal 

Code. This supplies a remedy for an inconvenience which has been felt in 
practice. 

" In Chapter V of the Bill we have inserted a substantive provision that pri-

soners may be confined eit!1er in association or separately. My Lord, our present 

system of jail administration in India is bast:d on the detention of prisoners in 

association with each other. There is, of course, classification of prisoners in 

our jails according to the heinousness or habitual character of their offences-

a classification which is more or less complete according to the construction 

of the jail. But there is always association of the individuals composing the 

class. Against the association of prisoners while engaged in labour, I 

have nothing to say; I am in favour of it. But the association of prisoners at 

other times, and especially at night, is more open to objection. For financial and 

other reasons the full extension of the system of separate confinement is still a 

matter of the distant future, but the separation of prisoners at night is more 

within our means and power. Improvement has already begun in several jails 

of this and other provinces, by providing cubicles made of wire-netting, by 

which each prisoner is confined to a separate compartment without any 

alteration in the general structure of the ward being made necessary, I do 

trust that this system, or some other equally effectual system, will be as soon 

as possible introduced into every jail in the country, and that in this way 

prisoners may be restrained from communication with each other at night time, 

when control over them must be necessarily lax. The inter-class segregation 

of the more respectable and least culpable from the others would thus become 
easy, and the demoralizing influences of jail life would be proportionately 

reduced. 

cc The chapters of the Bill, my Lord, which relate to the Food and Clothing 

of Civil and Under-Trial prisoners, to the Employment of prisoners, their Health 
F 
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and their Communications with their friends have been carefully revised i and 

~ suggestions, in connexion therewith, emanating from a' Calcutta Asso-
ciation which takes an interest in jail administration have been considered. 

I ~  to call attention to two of these suggestions which seem to me to be 

typical of the ideas which are prevalent in Native circles on the subject of prison-

discipline: One is that the rigour of prison-discipline should be moderated in 

regard to convicts of respectable social standing i the other is that prisoners 

sentenced to short terms of rigorous imprisonment should be dealt with more 

leniently than prisoners sentenced to similar imprisonment for longer periods. 

" My Lord, I have no doubt that a feeling does prevail, among a considerable 

section of educated people in this country, that our system of jail-discipline 

imposes a specially heavy punishment on members of the better classes of 

Native society who have the misfortune to transgress the bounds of the law and 

to find themselves in jail. The section of Native society-I refer especially to 

Hindu society-to which I am alluding urges that, having regard to the sanctity 

of caste in the eyes of all orthodox Hindus, and to the difficulties in the way 

of caste observances which prison-discipline imposes, it is a great punishment 

for, let me say, a zamiodar or a professional man to find himself in jail i it is a 

greater punishment for him to have to do unaccustomed labour. Why 

subject him to the further punishment of association with criminals of the 

baser kind, and to a regimen which, though wholesome of its kind, is entirely 

different from what he has been accustomed to? This is the view of ~ 

society-at least of a considerable section of it. It is of course easy to 

marshal reasons against that view j and I shall not trouble the Council by going 

over hackneyed -arguments with which they are no doubt familiar. But I would 

say this much, that in India members of the respectable classes come much 

more frequently into collision with the law than in England. This I believe to 

be largely due not to the innate perversity of the Indian gentleman, but to the 

circumstances that the vast bulk of the people are connected with the land; 

that the relations between the land-owning and rent-paying classes have been 

and still are often strained j and that the land laws have not been as satis-

factory as they might have been. But, however that may be, men of the middle 

classes, especially small landlords, do, I think, get into difficulties with the law 

more frequently in this country than in Englaud i and, as these difficulties do not 

involve any particular moral depravity, there is a feeling that the circumstances 

ought to be allowed for, and that the theoretic ideas of equality in punishment 
which are rightly enforced in England ought, in such cases, to be modified when 
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applied to this country. My Lord, I do not speak in this matter for the Select 
Committee, but for myself. I wish to say that the views I have referred to 

deserve consideration, and I am glad that, in the Bill as now presented to 

Council, the Government of India and the Local Governments have the widest 

executive powers, so that any arrangements which they may desire to introduce 

shall be covered by the provisions of the Act. 

" In regard to the question of punishment for short-term prisoners, I cannot 

feel the same sympathy as in regard to the segregation of prisoners of the 

better classes sentenced for misdemeanours. It is an accepted principle that 

prison-discipline in the early days of rigorous imprisonment should be sharp 

and deterrent. If the sentence be short and the discipline mild, then t he jail 

becomes, for malefactors, a pleasant retreat in hard times-a sosur barz', to use a 

suggestive Bengali term. But in this, as in all things, there is a I sweet reason-

ableness' to be aimed at. In jail matters the best evidence of its attainment is 

shewn by prisoners leaving the jail better and wiser men. I would encourage 

jail-officers to make within the law the attainment of that end their guide in 

apportioning labour and in enforcing discipline. 

", When introducing the Bill, my Lord, I anticipated that discussion was 

most likely to arise in connexion with Chapter XI of the Bill, which deals with 

prison-offences. I am glad, however, to say that the Chapter has proved non-

contentious, and that the arguments in favour of the Bill as drafted were consi-

dered adequate. Some improvements have been introduced, but the Chapter 

remains substantially unaltered. I have great hopes that its provisions will be 

-effectual in checking unnecessary divergencies in prison-discipline, while allowing 

to Local Governments as much discretion as is needed. 

"I do not think, my Lord, that at this stage I need detain the Council 

any longer, and I shall therefore o ~  by saying that the Select Committee 

appointed to consider this import?nt Bll1 was an unusually strong one-strong 

not only in numbers but, if it be permitted to me to say so, also strong 

in the ability and experience of its members. The Committee have con-

sidered the Bill with the greatest care and deliberation, and have been able to 

make an unanimous report. I am in hopes, my Lord, that the result of the 

Committee's deliberation will be approved by this Council and by the public, and 

that the measure on which so much care has been bestowed will in practice be 

found to be a valuable addition to our statute-book." 
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The Hon'ble MR. LEE-WARNER said :_fI My Lord, I had not intended to 
make any remarks, but in view of what has fallen from the Hon'ble Mover of 
the Bill I would beg to observe that in the Bombay Presidency at least the 
land-owning class of Native gentlemen do not furnish any considerable contingent 
to the I Native gentlemen' who unfortunately find themselves in jail. Any 
attempt, moreover, to treat the inmates of jails differentially as regards jail-
discipline with reference only to their status out of jail would seem to me inex-
pedient. It is the function of the Magistrate to apportion his penalty with due 
regard to the personal and other circumstances of the case, but beyond that I 
think no further class differentiation based upon caste or social, and not on 
moral, grounds, is needed." 

The Hon'ble GANGADHAR RAO MADHAv CHITNAVIS said :-" Before the 
Prisons Bill passes into law, I crave Your Lordship's permission to submit a few 
remarks on .the system of separation of prisoners in our jails according to 
the .nature amI gravity of the offence they are guilty of. So much has 
ju!'t been said in favour of this system by the Hon'ble Mover of the Bill 
that I need only confine my remarks to only a few words. An attempt has 
been made, my Lord, by the Select Committee to give effect to the principle 
of separation as far as may be. Section 28 of the Bill now presented lays down 
that convicted criminal prisoners may be confined either in association or in-
dividually or in cells, or partly in one way and partly in the other. Section 60 
empowers the Local Government to make rules for the classification of prisons 
and description and construction of wards, cells and other places of detention, 
as well as for the classification and separation of prisoners. The carrying out 
of this principle is a measure which is called for alike in the interests of the 
prisoners themselves as well as of society. I am well aware that in the 
present state of the finances of the Empire we cannot reasonably look forward to 
any radical change or reform in this direction. Yet the recognition of the 
principle is something and its inclusion in the Act which consolidates the law 
relating to our prisons is a step gained. That indiscriminate mixing of prisoners 
guilty of offences of various degrees of moral delinquency both by day and by 
night, while working or otherwise, is undesirable, can scarcely be questioned. 

II In the mufassal we often hear it complained that serious evil results from 
the practice of allowing prisoners summarily convicted for the first time for light 
offences to associate while in prison with prisoners who are hardened criminals 
or who have been convicted of serious offences. 
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"It often happens that such a system tends to augment that cnmma 
fraternity which it is feared at the present day exists in many of the big 
towns like any' other community in the midst of a well-ordered society. 
The way in which persons summarily convicted should be treated is a matter 
deserving of very careful consideration, but the very large number with which we 
have to deal and the limited accommodation of our prisons makes it especially 
incumbent upon us fo act with the utmost caution and care, lest, as has been 
said, we 'should mingle with the corrective a sort of moral poison which would 
rather tend to the greater depravation of the offender than would the 
punishment to his intimidation or amendment.' 

"When it is borne in mind that in the immates of our prisons are to be 
found such characters as these-' the trivial offender of tender years and yet 
undepraved morals,. the honest and industrious citizen whom a momentary 
impulse of passion, or violence of provocation has betrayed into the commis-
sion of an assault, the modest female whom the strength of temptation or the 
pressure of distress has impelled into a breach of trust or a petty theft, the 
young and artless who have been the dupes of the more designing, the unhappy 
culprit guilty of a first offence and that too involving neither violence nor male-
volence '-the serious consequences of allowing them to be contaminated and 
polluted by association with confirmed and hardened criminals in whom the 
moral sense is altogether dead would be at once apparent. The treatment 
which these new offenders receive in the jail and the experience they there im-
bibe constitute for them the crisis of their lives. They may either be restored 
to society, amended in morals, confirmed in habits of strict discipline and 
honest industry, shielded in reputation an d thankful for such a change in their 
character, or they may leave the doors of the jail saturated with the mora 
poison received from their associates, thoroughly depraved in character by 
companionship with the more profligate of their class, and with their minds 
filled with deep and lasting resentment against the whole community. These 
are the men who after they leave the jail form themselves into gangs and prey 
upon society at large. 

" Humanity and policy alike thus call for a reformation of a system which 
has a tendency to lead to such dire results. The first attempt in the direction 
of the reforms I have attempted to indicate was made by the Committee 0 

1838, whose recommendations, as the Hon'ble Mover of the BilI tcld us the 
other cay in his exhaustive speech, turned towards ,he congregation in centra 

G 
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prisons or penitentiaries of all prisoners sentenced to more than one year's im-

prisonment and in the retention in district jails of prisoners sentenced ~  

shorter terms. For the complete success of such a policy a much larger 

expenditure of money was necessary than the Government could see its way to 

incur. Yet it must be admitted that the principle has been kept in view and 

sustained efforts have been made to give it effect consistently with the funds 

that could be made available for the purpose. At the same time it goes without 

saying much yet remains to be done, and I believe that the provisions now em-

bodied in the Bill will enable the Local Governments to arrange for a more 

rational treatment of. first criminals, and as funds permit to carry out in prisons 

a thorough classification of prisoners according to the nature of their offences. 
and their separation according to the degrees of their crimes. 

"The present Bill is no doubt a great improvement on its predecessor, 

and although, like everything human, it may be susceptible of improvement, 

it will have justified its introduction if it had done nothing else than to 

bring about a uniformity of system in the matter of jail administration in 

vai·ious parts of the Empire-a .uniformity without which no prison reform 

of a general nature is possible or practicable. It will also facilitate, as circum-

stances and means permit, the introduction of a system of complete classifi-

cation as based upon the nature of the crime committed, which, while it will 

secure for the prisoner the elements of punishment, protection and reclamation, 

will act as a preventive against a prolific generation of crime with all its dis. 

astrous consequences to individuals and the community. 

" With these words, my Lord, I submit. that the Bill be passed." 

The Hon'ble SIR GRIFFITH EVANS said that he wished first to draw at-

tention to a small matter on which he thought a verbal amendment would be 

desirable. He was not moving an amendment, as he had not got one on the 

paper, and he only desired to make a suggestion for the consideration of the 

Hon'ble Member in charge of the Bill. Section 26, sub· section (3), provided 
" No prisoner shall be discharged against his will from prison if labouring under 

any acute or dangerous distemper," - that was one branch, and then followed 

the words "nor until, in the opinion of the Medical Officer, such discharge is 

safe." He apprehended that it was probably intended to provide that a sick 

prisoner was not to be discharged" unless" in the opinion of the Medical Officer 

such discharge was safe. It was very difficult to define what was an acute or 
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dangerous distemper. As it stood it was absolutely iliegal to discharge a pri-

soner suffering under a distemper which was acute or dangerous, and the opinion 

of the Medical Officer that it was safe to do so would be no protection to the 

person commirting the illegal act. The prisoner so illegally discharged would 

have a right of action or might recover his expenses for medical attendance 

after discharge as damages. He only mentioned that because he thought that 

it would rrobably carry out the intention to substitute the word II unless" for 

" nor until". If that was so, probably the Hon'ble Member would be glad to 

make the change. 

In addition to that he wished to make a few remarks about the Bill. This 

was rather one of those instances which showed how careful one had to be in 

putting what were really meant to be ir.structions into the form of positive law. 

Now, man of these instructions :were very good in themselves, but when you 

came to putting such matters into law you had to remember that you were 

givinga prisoner the right to file a suit against the Government or the Superin. 

tendent of the jail supposing he could show that any damage had resulted to 

bim from the neglect of such statutory obligations and making the rules rigid 

and o ~  to relax without fresh legislation. 

How many rights of that kind might be given to prisoners he did not 

know. He did not suppose that in section .'36-in which it was stated that 

" provision shall be made by the Superintendent for the employment (as long as 

they so desire) of all criminal prisoners sentenced to simple imprisonment"-'-

any lawsuit would be likely to arise out of that if a Superintendent, on being 

asked for employment by such a prisoner, replied that he had none to give at 

the time; he would be breaking the law, but, although he would be breaking the law 

by saying that, it would be difficult for the prisoner to prove any damage. But, 

supposing he could show that he suffered damage, of course he would be entitled 

to compensation, because it would be a breach of public duty. However, he did 

not suppose that anything of that kind would happen. He was merely pointing 

out that it was a little risky putting unnecessary things into the shape of law. 

And, with regard to those things, many of them seemed to him to be matters 

which could be better provided f0r by circulars or orders or by Jails Manuals. 

Here, for instance, was one matter in section 35, sub-section (2), which said ;-

"The Medical Officer shall from time to time examine the labouring prisoners while 

they are employed, and shall at least once in every fortnight cause to be recorded upon 
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the history-ticket of each prisoner employed on labour the weight of such prisoner at the 
time." 

That seemed to be exactly the kind of thing one would expect to find in a 
Jail Manual j but it did hrdly appear that it was the function of this Council to 
arrange all such small matters as the periodical record of a man's weight, or he 
might even say the taking of his temperature. He was not going to oppose the 
Bill on that account, because he did not think that any particular harm would be 
done by providing for such matters j he only thought that it was unnecessary 
and an objectionable kind of legislation. 

Another instance.-There were elaborate provIsIOns with regard to how 
prisons were constructed. First of all, there was a wide definition of a " prison," 
which" means any jail' or place used permanently or temporarily under the 
general or special orders of a Local Government for the detention of prisoners." 
Then there are certain exceptions, one of them being "any place which has 
been declared by the Local Government by general or special order, to be a 
subsidiary jail ". Subject to these exceptions section 4 provided that-

"The Local Government shall proyide, for the prisoners in the territories under such 
Government, accommodation in prisons constructed and regulated in such manner as to 
comply with the requisitions of this Act in respect of the separation of prisoners." 

Now then you turn to the requisitions of the Act, and you find them in sec-
tion 27. One of these requisitions is that-

" in a prison containing female as well as male prisoners the females shall be impri-
soned in separate buildings, or separate parts of the same building, in such manner as to 
prevent their seeing, or conversing or holding any intercourse with, the male prisoners." 

Accordingly it would appear that a Lieutenant-Governor, who is the Local 
Government for this purpose, would be guilty of breaking the law if it were 
proved that in some out-of-the-way place and owing to faulty construction of a 
building, although there was segregation, the women were able to see [he men at 
a distance. . Putting these things into law seemed to be somewhat unnecessary. 
In England, where many of these jails, lunatic asylums and so on had to 
be constructed out of local rates, it was very necessary, when you wanted a 
particular stamp of jail, that you should put such matters into law, because 
it was necessary to have a law to enable the Local Government Board to com-
pel the local authority to construct jails of the prescribed sort j but 
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here, where we have to do with a Local Government, one did not see the use 

of it. The High Court had no power to issue a mandate against the Lieute-

nant-Governor. There was nobody except the Governor General in Council 

that could issue any mandate or order, and therefore it would appear that 

with regard to all these matters of construction, and so on, if the Government 

issued a circular stating that they desired that a jail should be constructed in 

this manner, so far as might be, they would be doing all that was necessary. 

No legislation was necessary to give the Governor General this power. 

All ,he wished to say was that it struck him that there were a good many 

things in the Bill which might have been provided for in another way. and 

although it might be said that uniformity was desirable, still that uniformity 

must be tempered in some cases by local circumstances and necessities, and it 

was far more difficult to temper it when you had it in the form of an Act like 

this than when you had it in the form of a circular or resolution. 

Then there were the varying circumstances of different parts of the country 

to be considered. With regard to many things no doubt the Local Governments 

had been allowed to make rules. What struck one on looking at the Bill was that 

there were altogether too many matters of detail dealt with in it; at the same 

time SIR GRIFFITH EVANS did not think that they would do any particular 

harm, and therefore he did not propose to oppose the Bill; but, having to speak 

upon it and upon the small amendment referred to, he was obliged to say that it 

~ much too far in taking up matters which did not require legislation to 

settle them. 

His Honour THE LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR said :_IC The opinion of the 

Local Government of Bengal has been laid before the Supreme Government on 

the subject of this Bill, and a copy of that opinion has been presented to every 

Member of the Select Committee and the Council. It:s not necessary for me 

to recapitulate in any detail the views there expressed as to the groun ds on 

which I think that the Bill which we are now discussing is open to objection. 

My hon'ble friend the mover referred in his speech to one of the principa 

classes of objection which was taken by me and which has been recapitulated 

with great force by my hon'ble friend who has just spoken. I t was the objection 

that the Bill has become too much of the nature of a manual of instructions. 

In this respect it offends against the principles held by a large and important class 
in India, that the best form of legislating for the country is to pass Acts which 

shall contain as little substantive law as possible and shall provide that the 
If 
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execution of the principles laid down shall be carried out by rules to be passed 

by the Local Government. My hon'ble friend has already to a certain extent 

answered by anticipation my arguments on this subject by asserting that in this 

Bill we have only the main principles laid down, and that provision exists for 

the making or a large body of rules by the Supreme and Local Governments. 

But I venture to think that he has rather exaggerated the strength of his 

side in saying that the substantive provisions which this Bill contains are those 

which relate to important principles and to the grand provisions which it is right 

that the Supreme Council of India should lay down. I am satisfied that any 

one who studies this Bill will find in it many details which might with advantflge 

have been omitted. My hon'ble friend who has just spoken has referred to one 

or two of them, and it would be unnecessary for me, especially as the Council 

is already aware of the instances which I am able to bring forward in support 

of my views, to follow up this point in detail. But there is a further expansion 

of the subject which has been touched on just now in the remarks made by Sir 

Griffith Evans where he said that whenever you constitute a legal offence you 

create a statutory right on the part of some one to prosecute the person who 

COMmits that offence. The objection which I am inclined to take is exactly in 

the contrary direction. It is this, that so long as you put into your manual of 

instructions that-your subordinate officers should act in a certain manner, so long 

you are able swiftly and certainly to punish that man or those men if they 

transgress these rules; but once make their actions a statutory offence, so 

that these men must be taken before a Magistrate to have the offence proved 

judicially against them, and you open an enormous area for technical objections 

either by the offender or his pleader, and for arguments that the intention of 

offending cannot be proved, or that some formality has been omitted by the pro-

secution which has nothing whatever to do with the equity of the case or the 
spirit of the law. 

" On grounds of that kind we -see over and over again that transgressors 

are let off by our Courts, and therefore there is a considerable danger in turning 

acts which are departmentally punishable into acts which are criminal offences 

under the law. This is a great mistake which is often made by that class of 

amiable enthusiasts who are extremely anxious to see certain provisions which 

they consider right established. They think that so long as an act is department-

ally forbidden the offender may escape, and they will not be satisfied until the act 

is declared to be an offence against the law. It is easy to see the hand of these 

enthusiasts in the regulations which the Bill contains as to the actions of the jailor 

and the Medical Officer and all the jail subordinates. A general opinion has been 
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expresserl by this class of persons that there is a great deal of cruelty in our jails 

and that a great deal of oppression is carried on by subordinate officials, and 

they Jearn to put a stop to such oppression. My hon'ble friend Sir Antony 

MacDonnell has casually mentioned a fact which contradicts that impression. 

He has referred to the 'popular description of a jail as a • sosur.ba1"l,' a father-

in· law's house, a place of much comfort and contentment .. My Lord, I belieye 

that it is in proverbs:of this kind, and not in representations from charitable bodies 

and bands of unpractical philanthropists, that the true mind of the people is to. 

be found. But in spite of this we have had it urged upon us that there is great 

cruelty carried on in our jails, and it is mainly to satisfy this impression that 

these provisions have been laid down. They existed in the Manual already. but 

the public did not know of them. Once, however, put them into the law .and 

constitute them an offence, and in the opinion of the philanthropists you ~ ~  

that the object of the Government, which is to stop such oppression on the P!lrt 

of its subordinates, will be·carried out. My contention is that you have done 
exactly the contrary; you have put your prisoners into a position of ~  

greater danger, and made it much more difficult to convict and punish the per-

sons in charge of them than was the case before when these acts were condemned 

by the Manual and punished departmentally but were not declared to be criminal 

offences to be taken before the Magistrate, judicially proved, and capable of 

appeal to a higher Court. 

"There are two other points which I would wish to mention very briefly in 

regard to which I think ttis Bill has also taken a wrong direction. One is that 

there is too much of an attempt to secure uniformity. My hon'ble friend Sir 
Antony MacDonnell mentioned this in his opening speech. He said that he was 

the greatest possible upholder of the rights of the Local Governments and of the 

necessity of recognising variations according to varying circumstances, but 

that this was an exceptional case, in which it was necessary that there should be 

uniformity. I have not been able to satisfy myself that any such necessity has 

been proved. There are two special instances which I should wish to bring to 

notice in which this mistake has been made. There is a provision in 

section 46, clauses (6) and (7), under which the handcuffs and f etters to be used 
in ·jails must be prescribed as to pattern and weight by the Supreme Gov-

ernment, and I presume it is intended that the weight and pattern must be the 

"'arne in all jails in every part of Jndia. I cannot but think that in a country like 

tnls, where we have to deal with such varied peoples as the stalwart ruffians of 

the Nonh-West and the weak, puny-limbed people of Eastern Bengal, uniformity 

in this respect is undesirable; handcuffs may easily be imagined which would be 
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quite sufficient for:} Bengali prisoner, but which a Kabuli prisoner, for instance, 

might readily break., 

" Then you have made prov.ision in the employment section (35) under which 

a nine hours' labour law is laid down for ~ whole of India. I have not been" 
able to ascertain the grounds on which this rule has been arrived at or that there 

is prt'm4 facie evidence that a working day of the same num b.er of hours should 
be prescribed for all the climates of India or for all the different races and for all 

the varying kinds of labour. I think there are many similar instances of this 

kind in which the Bill has aimed at uniformity where it would have been wise 

to leave matters in the hands of the Loca.l Government. I may mention here 

that my hon'ble friend Dr. Lethbridge told me that the provision about fetters 

was thought necessary because it had been found that in one or more provinces 

the fetters were of undue weight, and this made it requisite that the· SlJpreme 

Government should lay down a uniform pattern suitable for all places. Of 

course, it is possible that the Supreme Government should be wiser than any 

one Local Government: it is" even conceivable that it should be wiser than ~  

the Local Governments put together j but I venture to submit that the best 

way at controlling Local Governments in matters of this kind is not by providing 

passages in the law and making statutory offences in this wrty, but by a system 

of inspection, by employing able and capable officers who would go round and 

see what was actually being done. The Hon'ble Finance Member will re-

member that when we were colleagues together on the Finance Committee we 

put that suggestion very strongly before the Government of India. We found 

as the result of our tour over India that wherever we hac gone there was some-

thing to learn as well as something to teach, and we held that everybody who 

goes to inspect other provinces will be able to pick up improved methods of 

procedure there, for the use of his own province, as well as to suggest improve-

ments from his own experience j that the best way of effecting reform is by send-

ing our officers round, and in that way there would be a general diffusion of know-

ledge and a check upon any excess or irregularity which a Local Government 

might be guilty of. I believe, my Lord, that this is the way in which uniformity 

will be secured better thall by provisions of this kind introduced into a law which 

may not equally suit all parts of India alike. 

" I come now to my third point-the restriction of the powersofthe "Local 

Government by section 59, which conveys to the Supreme Government alone 

power to make rules in certain cases. My hon'ble friend referred to section 60, 

under which Local GC'vernments can make rult:s, and "spoke of it as if it were a 

large-minded and liberal section which considerably increased the powers of 
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Local Governments. But I venture to think that it coes not contain a single 

item which the Local Government has not already the power to carry out. There 

is no liberality and no expansion of the powers of Local Governments here j but 

in section 59, the clause under which the Governor General in Council has the 

power to make rules, there is a very considerable restriction of those powers. 

I wiII give an instance of this. Three years ago, when I was new to Bengal, one 

of the first things that struck me in the way of reform for the jails in this province 

was the desirability of releasing moribund or seemingly moribund prisoners, so 

as to give them a last chance for life, or, at any rate, the comfort of dying in their 

own homes. I issued rules to give effect to these views on my own responsibi-

lity. I did not refer the question to the Supreme Government. I have no 

doubt that, if I had so referred it, it would have been received with that consi-

dention with which the Supreme Government always does receive such sugges-

tions j but, at any rate, there would have been correspondence and considerable 

delay in carrying out my views. Discussion subsequently showed that I had not 

gone too far in the orders I passed, ana the only restriction imposed upon me 

was that in the mortuary statistics the number of released moribund prisoners 

should be shown as actual deaths, so that the j:J.ils should not get undue credit 

for a low mortality by getting rid of prisoners before their death. That is an 

instance of a power which Local Governments did possess, which they ought 

to possess, and which is now taken from them by clause (7) of section 59 of this 

Bill. I venture to think that it would be a great calamity if any tendency should 

arise in this Council to interfere with the powers of the Local Governments, or 

not to give them credit for sufficient knowledge and for doing what is right under 

local circumstances. 

"I make these remarks not with any intention of embarrassing the Gov-

ernment. I believe on the whole that the Bill is a good one, and the 

individual points to wbich I have taken objection are small points j but 

I think it right to make this respectful protest in case there should be 

any tendency on the part of the Legislature or of this Council to act in the 

direction in which it seemed to me that it has been acting in this case. I am 

anxious to impress-as far as my representation is able to impress-upon the 

Council the importance of not burdening the Supreme Government with more 

responsibility than it can bear and with the necessity of possessing more know-

ledge than it can possibly obtain, of carrying out legislation with a more com-

plete confidence in the Locai Governments, and of leaving the law so elastic as 

to enable them to provide for the widely varying conditions of the ~  parts 

and peoples' of India." 
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The Hon'ble SIR ANTONV MACDoNNELL said :-" I think I may con-

gratulate the Select Committee upon the reception which on the whole the 
Council has accorded to the Bill. No doubt, the remarks which have fallen 
from my friend His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor and from my hon'ble and 
learned friend Sir Griffith Evans cannot be taken as an approval of the Bill j but 
I am glad to learn that they do not propose to oppose the passage of the measure 
through the Council, and that their remarks were more directed towards placing 
on record the views which they considered right and proper than with the object 
of preventing the measure from passing. The only possible objection I can have 
-and I hope my non'ble friends will not think me ungracious in making it-is as 
to the tardiness uf their remarks. Their remarks have reference to the framework 
of the Bill, and, being of that character, I respectfully submit that they would 
have come more appropriately on the introduction of the Bill, or on the motion 
to refer it to a Select Committee, which corresponds to the first and second 
reading of Parliamentary procedure. However, I am more than conscious of the 
considerate treatment which the Bill has received from Hon'ble Members, and 
I do not wish to take any further objection on that ground. 

/( My hon'ble friend Mr. Lee-Warner made one rem;l.rk which I think must have 
been made under a misapprehension. The observations I offered in regard to the 
treatment in jail of respectable classes of natives had no reference to the question 
of judicial punishment, but to the question of segregation, and possibly the regimen 
on which such prisoners should be placed. On the latter point, however, I would 
touch very delicately, because it is a question upon which I am not myself prepar-
ed to express a strong opinion. In regard to what I have iiaid on the subject of 
segregation, I think I shall have the sense of the Council with me j but that is a 
matter of jail administration, which may, with the utmost confidence, be left to 
the Local Governments. 

"In the remarks which fell from the Hon'ble Mr. Chitnavis I generally 
agree, and I think that under this Bill, when the jail rules are modified, wherever 
modification is necessary, all his wishes will be met-onp. of the principal 
of those being that habitual prisoners  should be separated from prisoners who 
are not habitual. That, indeed, is one of ~  fundamental principles of the prison 
system which we desire to carry out in every jail in the country. It may be 
possible to go a little further in that direction, and that was what I had in view 
when suggestipg that further segregation of misdemeanants from felons (to use 
"English terms) might be possible. 

"Coming now to the observations of myhon'ble friend Sir Griffith 
Evans, 'I would first refer to his criticism of section 26, sub-section (3). The 
sub-section runs as follows :-

, No prisoner shall be discharged against his wiII from prison, if labouring under any 
acute or dangerous distemper, nor until, in the opinion of the MedicalOfficek', such ,dis-
charge is safe.' 
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" That, my Lord, is a reproduction verbatilll of the existincr law. I have 
much sympathy with Sir Griffith Evans' view that the word "', unless' would 
have been more appropriate in this section and that it should have been 
substituted for the words 'nor until'. I was <!isposed at one time to divide the 

Council upon that matter, but, inasmuch as the Select Committee were in 

~o  on most points, I o ~  it better not to strike a discordant note on 
this, to I stand on the old ways' and to allow matters to remain as they were. 

However, I am prepared to accept an amendment in the direction indicated by 

my hon'ble and learned friend should he be disposed to propose one and 
should the Council Rules allow. 

The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLER remarked :-" I feel bound to say 

that I shall feel obliged, on behalf of the Select Committee, to oppose that 
~  if proposed." 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDONNELL continued :_It The next question 
to which my hon'ble friend Sir Griffith Evans has taken exception is section 36. 
That section runs :-

• Provision shall be made by the Superin'tendent for the employment (as long as they 
'0 desire) of all criminal prisoners sentenced to simple imprisonment,' &c. 

" That is also a reproduction of the spirit of a section of the existing Act, 
which enables prisoners sentenced to simple imprisonment to engage; if they 50 
wish, OIl labour. By labouring they are placed upon a more generous scale of 
diet. My hon'ble and learned friend's criticism, so far as I understand it, is 
that, as the section is drafted, the Jail Superintendent who does not comply 
with the request of a prisoner to put him on hard labour lays himself open to a 
possible action for damages. How far there is practical danger.in this my 
learned friend can perhaps judge better than I can. But if an action were 
brought-and there is no knowing what litigants may not be advised to do-I 
should expect the Judge to be guided by the maxims de ~ o  curat lex. 

I< The next reference was made to section 35. The Hon'ble Sir Griffith 
Evans stated that the entry of the weight of a prisoner upon the history-ticke 
is a matter which might be better left to rules than put into the law. Tha 
was one point upon which we made a concession to what I may describe as 
one of the extreme parties. We had one party who would put everything in 
the Bill and leave nothing to rules j we had anClther party who would be anxious 
to hove a Bill drafted of this sort: first section-name of the Act; second 
section-power to make rulp.s : third and last section-repealing all previous laws. 
The work of th.-:: Select Committee was an endeavour to strike a happy mean. 
This was one of the concessions which we made, and I do not think that harmony 
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on other, as I think, more important points was dearly purchased at the expense 
of such a concession as this. . 

" In regard to section 4, which states that Local Governments shall provide 
accommodation for the prisoners in the territories subject to their rule, my 
hon'ble and learned friend made some observations, but I am not quite cert'ain 
that I have succeeded in catching the point of my hon'ble friend's objection. 
By section 4 the Local Goverrnnent is placed under the obligation of providing 
certain accommodation to meet the requisitions of the Act, and the requisi-
tions of the Act are stated in section 27. I was unable to see wherein the in-
consistency lies in what the gravamen of my hon'ble friend's objection is." 

The Hon'ble SIR GRIFFITH EVANS explained that, if in any prison it was 
possible for a female prisoner to see a male prisoner at any dist:mce, such a state 
of things was contrary to law, but it was difficult to say that any particular result 
would take place from the illegality unless an action or prosecution were possible . 

. The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDoNNELL continued :_U My hon'ble 
friend explains that if it were possible, owing to some defect in a prison 
building, for a female to see the male prisoners, the Local Government or the 
Superintendent of the jail would be liable to prosecution or a suit for damages. 
This, if I may be pardoned for saying so, is one of those excursions into the 
realms of fancy with which my hon'ble and learned friend occasionally delights 
his many friends. But, with all respect for my friend's ingenuity, I venture to 
think that in these circumstances it IS not a plaint that might reasonably be 
expeCted but a vote of thanks from the female prisoners for arrangements 
which, though defective, if judged by prison rules, had nevertheless gratified the 
natural curiousity of the female mind and lightened the tedium of their sojourn 
in jail. 

"I now come to the remarks of my hon'ble friend the Lieutenant-
Governor. The most important argument, it seems to me, which he raised 
was that under the Bill as presented to Council we make a number of statutory 
offences; that we introduce sections which provide for prosecuting prisoners 
before the Magistrate; that there would probably be a danger of not getting 
a conviction, and if a conviction were secured that there would be the 
further danger of an appeal with aU the uncertainties of the law attendant 
thereon. .My Lord, I do not know where in this Bill these dangers and 
uncertainties are to be found. We do not to propose to prosecute prisoners 
bef ore the Magistrate for prison-offences except in very extraordinary cases. 
It is true that we have section 54, but that is intended to apply to the 
officers of a prison rather than to the prisoners. We have to provide for the 
maintenance of control qver our jail' establishments, and therefore we had 
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to take power either in this Act or to Ica\'e it to the general law or to the Penal 

Code. We thought it right, following the procedure under the Police Act, to 
provide that offences against ~ should be punished by a special provi-

sion of the Act. We have therdore introduced a section (54), and' think tl:at, 
from the remarks which have fallen from my friend the Lieutenant-Governor, he 

is labouring under tIle misapprehension that this section is meant to apply 
specially to prisoners. 

His Honour THE LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR said :--" I spoke about the 
subordinate officers of the jail oppressing prisoners, an offence which was for-
merly punishable departmentally under the Jail Manual but now is to be punished, 
on conviction before a Magistrate, under section 54 of tt-e Bdl. 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY l\f,\CDONNELL continued :-" They may 
also be punished py executive order. We do not deprive ourselves of the 
power to make a manual and issue executive orders. We have thought it 
desirable, with reference to the procedure adopted in the Police Act, to impose 
certain statutory obligations on our prison-officers and to take power to punish 
them under this section 54 for neglect of duty, or gross malfeasance. 

" In regard to His Honour's criticism on section 46 of the Bill, on the 
subject of fetters, I wish to explain that, because the Government of India takes 
power to determine the pattern and weight of handcuffs and other fetters, it 
does not follow that an uniform pattern or weight shall be prescribed for ail the 
provinces of the country. There is IlO intention of having one pattern for the 
weak-li:llbed men of Eastern Dengal and the same for the muscular ~ 

Power is taken to prescribe the kind of fetter which is found to be suitable to each 
province or even for each district. All orders on this subject would be framed with 
a view to .the circumstances of the particular provinces concerned, and would be 
issued on the recommendations of the Local Governments. But so many in-
stance;; of difficulties connected with the pattern of fetters have come to the 

notice of the Government of ~  in its executive capacity that we thought it 

desirable to introduce this provision. 

In conclusion, my Lord, I may explain that for the Bill I am not myself 
personally responsible although I fuJiy identify myself with each of its provisions. 
This measure is the result of fifteen years' ccnsideration on the part of the 
Governl,ent of India. Three Commissions have sat upon it, and the Bill was 
thrown into its present shape before I joined the Council. I am only carrying out 
the conclusions come to by officers of greater experience and larger o ~  

of this particular subject than, perhaps, I possess. At the same time I entirely 
agree with the principle of the Bill, and as regards its provisions your Excel-

K 
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lency wilJ see that there are only two entire sections' printed in italics-the 
italics b--ing the indication of the new matter introduced. This law has, as a 
matter of fact, been in force since 1870, and we are nolV only importing into 
it such rnatters as practical experience in the various provinces of India has 
shown to be desirable. I trust that the difficulties which His Honour the Lieu-
tenant-Governor anticipates will nbt be found to be material, and that he will a!so 
find that the powers which the Act gives him under section 60 are fully adequate 
to save him from any unnecessary interference on the pa.rt of the Supreme 
GO\ ernment. The object of the Government of India is not to withdraw from 
tbe Local Governments powers which they can exercise much more effectually 
than the Government of India can, but to co-ordinate and bring into line all local 
effort, and to that end to supplement local knowledge by larger information drawn 
from other provinces." 

The Motion was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLER moved that in section I, sub-

section (4), of the Bill as amended, for the words" as those sections heretofotle 
have been, or hereafter may be, amended by any Act passed, and for the time 

being in force, under the Indian Councils Acts, 1861 and 189l," the words "as 

amended by subsequent enactments" be substituted. He said :-" This is a 

purely formal amendment. Section I, sub-section (4), was introduced in to the 

Bill by the direction of the Select Committee, but it was not settled in Committee 

and it has been put in in a different form from that which was before the Select 

Committee. That form-after stating that f Nothing in this Act shall apply to 

civil jails in the Presidency of Bombay outside the city of Bombay, and those jails 

shall continue to be administerel under the provisions of sections 9 to .6 (both 

inclusive) of Bombay Act 11 of 1874 '-goes on-' as those sections heretofore 

have been, or hereafter may be. amended by any Act passed, and for the time 

being in force, under the Indian Councils Acts, 1861 and 1892.' That is 

rather an unusual form, and it is open, I think, to two o ~ o o  that' it 

purports to control future legislation, which of COlirse we cannot do. The future 

Act (if any) will determine for itself whether it is to be applied to these jails or 

not, and anything that we may say now will have no effect upon that question. 

Another obje<;tion is that the expression f under the Indian Councils Acts, 

1861 and 1892,' would apply rather to rubs made directly under the authority 

of those Acts than to Acts passed by the Council established by those Acts, 

and I think it would be better to ask the Council simply to substitute for the 

words I have read the ordinary words which are well understood and used at 
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least once a week in official documents-I mean the words' as amended by sub-

equent enactments.' That, I think, will cover the whole ground." 

The amendment was put and ~  to. 

The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLER said :-" I have, with Your Ex-

cellency's permi;;sion, another small amendment to propose which is not on the 

not.ice-paper. As the Bill was drafted the words' on and after that day' with 

which section 2, sub-section (I), begins, followed immediately after the words 

the first day of July, 1894,' with which section I then ended. Now that another 

sub-section has been introduced between these sets of words, it has been sug-

gested that, instead of the words' on and after that day,' sect jon 2 ought to run 

• on and after the said first day of July'. It means of course the same thing, 

but the latter form is more precise." . 

The amendment was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDoNNELL then moved that the Bill, as 

amended, be passed. 

The Motion was put and agreed to. 

CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, 1882, AMENDMENT BILL. 

The Hon'ble SIR ANTONY MACDoNNELL also presented the Report of 

the Select Committee on the Bill to amend the Code of Criminal Procedure. 

1882. He said that he would ask the Council to take the Report into consider-

ation on next Thursday. 

INDIAN PENAL CODE AND ACT VI OF 1864 AMENDMENT BILL. 

The Hon'ble Sir ALEXANDER MILLER moved for leave to introduce a Bill 

to amend the Indian Penal Code and Act VI of 1864. He said :-" The Bill is 

a very short one. The first section proposes to alter section 182 of the Code 

in respect of false information given to public servants. It arises out of a case in 

which, information having been given by a man to the police that he had been 

~o  at a certain village, the police went down and made inquiries and gave a 

great deal of trouble and annoyance to the people. It turned out that the inform-

ation waS absolutely false, but on prosecution of the informant under 'section 182 

the Hicrh Court of Calcutta ruled that inasmuch as it was not intended, or 
'" could not be shown that it was intended, to injure or annoy any particular 

persons, the case did not fall within the section in question. The object of the 
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section is to amend that, and to say that if such information is given the person 
giving it should be punished whether any particular person was aimed at or not. 

U The second section of it is intended to give full effect to what is known 
as the Vienna Convention in respect of postage, and it provides for making it an 
offence to make fictitious stamps, which are defined to be stamps purporting to be 
used for purposes of postage whether by the British or any foreign Government. 

" Section 3 is an amendment which is being proposed to section 294 in order 
to meet a case which I daresay a good many Hon'ble Members have seen-a 
case of indecency in the Presidency of Madras. I am not perfectly satisfied 
with the drafting of the section, but that is a mere question of detail and is a 
small matter, and ('"dO easily be settled at a future stage if the Council permit 
me to introduce the Bill. 

"Section 4 is intended to meet a glaring defect in the law which was 
proved to exist in a somewhat celebrated case-the case of Shama Churn Sen-
which occurred here in Calcutta shortly before I came out to Indi:t, in which 
a man was charged with defrauding a bank to the extent of three lakhs of 
rupees. He was·acquitted because it could not be shown that the three lakhs 
had been abstracted upon anyone particular occasion or in any particular sums. 
The section is intended to meet such cases and to make the falsification of 
books punishable even although no particular sum of money or particular oc-
casion can be shown. 

"Section 5 is only for the purpose of determining a point which seems 
doubtful j it seems that a que3tion has been raised whether, when a higher 
pUIlishment is authorised in case of the repetition of the same offence, the term 
, same offence' will include the minor offences which go to make up the parti-
culars of the offence. It is obvious that if you look at the section it ought to 
include them, especially where the offence is substantially the same though not 
identical. The only object of the section is to make this clear." 

The Motion was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble SIR ALHXANDER MILLER al50 introduced the Bill. 

The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLER also moved that the Bill and 
Statement of Objects and Reasons be published in the Gazette of India in 
English, and in the local official Gazettes in English andin such otherlanguages 
as the Local Governments think fit. 

The Motion was put and agreed to. 
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CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, 1882, AMENDMENT BILL. 

The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLER moved for 'leave to introduce a 

Bill to amend sections 366 and 371 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, ,882. 
He said :-"The Bill is introduced into the Council on a representation· made to 

the Government of India by the High Court of the North-Western Provinces. 

According to their construction of the Code as it stands-and I ~  by no means 

prepared to say that the construction is not perfectly righr, or that a sentence 

in a Criminal Court would be legal without that formality-it is absolutely 

necessary that not only should the judgment be written and signed before it 

is delivererl, but that it should be read at length in open Court to the accused; 

the result being that very often it would be necessary to read a long legal 

judgment in English before a number of persons when none of those who were 

interested either in the prisoner or the case would perhaps understand one word 

of what was said. The object of the Bill is to remove th'at necessity. and on the 

other hand to make i: necessary that the judgment ~  be at the time ex-

plained to the prisoner, or his pleader, in some language which the prisoner, or 

his pleader, does understand. It is not to be necessary to read the whole judg-

ment, but it is to be necessary to explain the substance of the judgment in an " 
intelligible form. It is also intended to provide tor another small difficulty which-

has been found in practice-that it is very often inconvenient that the judgment 

should be read by the Judge, who has a great many other matters to occupy his 

attention. The reading of the judgment is more or less a ministerial act; once 

settled and signed it can be read and explained as well by some one else as by 

the Judge whose judgment it is j therefore and it is proposed to give the Judge 

leave. for any cause which may appear to him sufficient, to delegate the duty of 

reading the j"udgment to some other person or Court. 

"The second section of the Act is practically consequential on the first, 

and is only the substitution of other words for words thereby rendered inappro-

priate." 

The Hon'ble MR. WESTLAND said that he would like to know what was 

meant by the word" judgment". He had aiways understood that the ~  
was the formal order of the Court, and it was the custom always to explaIn ~ to 
the prisoner. Was he to understand that according. to the existing law the 

reasons for the judgment haa to be recorded and explained? 

The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLER said that by the judgment was 

meant not the sentence itself but the reasons on which the sentence ~  

founded. The judgment of the Court was not the sentence pronounced agaInst 
L 
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the ~  ~  the statement of the case and the discussion of the, evidence 

on which the Judge justified the decision at which he arrived. As the Code of 

Criminal Procedure stood at present, it was the duty -a duty, he thought, more 

honoured in the breach than in the observance-of the Judge to read ,the 

judgment at length in every case before pronouncing sentence, ~ was 

intended was to get rid of that necessity., 

The Hon'ble MR. WESTLAND said that the custom had always hitherto, 

been to explain the general meaning of the judgment arrived at to the prisoner, 

and the Judge or other magisterial officer considered himself quite at liberty to 

record his decision that is, the reasons for the judgment, at greater leisure 

afterwards. 

The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLER said that the statement he had just 

made was not his reading of the law, but that of the High Court. More t,han-

one sentence in important cases had been set aside on the ground that the 

judgment had not been in fact written and signed before the sentence was· 

pronounced. There was no reasonable doubt either as to the meaning of the 

Code or as to the fact that it was frequently, he might almost say necessarily, 

disobeyed. 

The Motion was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLER also introduced the Bill. 

The Hon'ble SIR ALEXANDER MILLER also moved that the Bill and 

Statement of Objects and Reasons be published in the Gazette of India in. 

English, and in the local official Gazettes in English and in such o ~ languages., 

as the Local Governments think fit. 

The Motion was put and agreed to. 

The Council adjourned to Tuesday, the 27th March, 189+ 
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